
February 1, 2022
Dr. QU Dongyu,
Director-General
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla
00153 Rome, Italy

Dear Dr. QU,
Re: FAO confusion over the role of peasants in meeting the food needs of the world’s peoples

A recent FAO report exposes contradictions regarding the contribution of peasants to world foodsecurity making it unclear who FAO understands to be a peasant or small family farmer; what, ifany, land size describes a small farm; the important distinction between production andconsumption; the difference between market value and nutritional importance and the ongoingfailures of the industrial food chain. FAO’s definitional confusion, in combination with someother papers1, are contributing to the public misperception that peasants may only produce a thirdof the world’s food2 whereas the findings of the undersigned conclude that peasants are themajor food providers to at least 70% of the world’s people. 3

The data and policy assumptions in FAO’s June 2021 publication (Which farms feed the worldand has farmland become more concentrated?) expose important contradictions requiringclarification.
The 2021 report proposes to clean up confusion created by a 2014 FAO4 paper that suggests thatfamily farms produce 80% of the world’s food by applying a definition of small family farms atodds with that of the UN Decade of the Family Farm (2019 – 2028) as proposed by FAO andIFAD. The FAO–IFAD definition of family farms encompasses “models in agriculture, fisheryforestry, pastoral and aquaculture, and include peasants, indigenous peoples, traditionalcommunities, fisher folks, mountain farmers, forest users and pastoralists.”5 This definition issimilar to what we would call peasant production although we also include urban and peri-urbanfood production. Surprisingly, FAO’s 2021 publication confines small farms to crop productionand some on farm livestock keeping.6 By unilaterally reducing the diversity of peasantproduction systems and insisting that peasant farms must be less than 2 ha, the 2021 studyconcludes that peasants grow 35% of the world’s food on 12% of farmlands.7
The paper’s arbitrary 2 ha limitation contradicts the conclusions of the FAO Chief Statisticianwho, on the basis of a 2018 consultation in which more than 50 states participated, rejected auniversal landholding threshold and instead set out a number of relative metrics to define small
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farms differently on a country by country basis.8 We affirm the right of peasants to self-identifyand also note that nationally-defined descriptions of small farms appear to average 5 ha or in therange of 25% of all farmland9 and conclude – along with other studies cited in the 2021 FAOreport10 – that the world’s peasant farms produce roughly half of the world’s food. This meansthat the peasant share of global food production rises to approximately 70% when the standardFAO-IFAD definition is applied (i.e. including artisanal fishers, urban producers, hunters andgatherers, and pastoralists). 11

Further, FAO’s 2021 paper measures productivity by “value” which, although left undefined,presumes market value.12 This is unrealistic. Although peasants routinely sell to the market,they also feed their families and communities outside commercial markets. Then too, the valueof “famine food” or ”underutilized” food vital in the pre-harvest weeks (and still more so in ourfuture climate) cannot be overemphasized. Peasant families also grow nutrient rich food beyondthat available or affordable in the marketplace.13
Beyond its confusion around value, we disagree with the paper’s focus on production overconsumption. The industrial sectors food loss and waste – including deliberate over-production14
(and over-consumption)15 are not discussed in the paper despite its market emphasis. We remainconvinced that peasants not only grow a majority of the world’s food but are substantially moresuccessful in meeting the nutritional requirements of food insecure populations.
We are surprised that this latest publication from FAO undermines its long-held view that smallfarms are more productive than large farms.16 Despite having only 12% of the land, the 2021paper acknowledges that small (under 2 ha) farms produce 35% of the food – suggesting thatsmall farms should be almost three times more productive. Despite this, the authors declarethemselves neutral on small farm productivity.
The 2021 FAO paper also argues that large farms account for at least 70% of global farmlandand receive disproportionately less attention from policymakers than small farms. The studyurges that more attention be given to larger production systems in order to address future globalfood requirements.17 No data is offered to substantiate policy biases toward peasants.Nevertheless, the study has a point – just not the one it wishes to make. Policymakers need tounderstand why the industrial food chain produces so little food while consuming most of theworld’s agricultural land and resources. Policy makers should ask themselves why they areinvesting huge commercial subsidies, land and other incentives on an industrial system that hasso much power and profitability, and is so destructive to our environment and food security.18
As many studies acknowledge, gaps and reliable data and reliance on quarter-century-old data,makes everyone’s estimates approximate.19 Nevertheless, there is persuasive evidence that farmand off-farm peasant production is absolutely vital to at least 70% of the world population. The2021 FAO paper challenges this 70% estimate by inference rather than by statistics but, again,risks misleading policymakers and distorting priorities. We would welcome the opportunity todiscuss our policy and data differences in the near future.
In summary, the international community would benefit from less confusing and morecollaborative research and clarity from FAO. There are few issues more important to get right
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than which system – agribusiness that sucks up more than 70% of agricultural resources and onlyaddresses 30% of the people – or Food Sovereignty that is already nourishing 70% of the peoplewith less than one third of agricultural resources20 – is best able to meet the enormous foodsystem challenges of the 21st century.
We look forward to your response.
Yours sincerely,
Alliance for Food Sovereignty in AfricaA Growing CultureETC GroupGRAINGroundswell InternationalInstitute for Agriculture and Trade PolicyLandworkers AllianceThe Oakland Institute
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